
WILD CHACE TOKYO GO 
Respin on any win
When you get a winning combination 
in any spin in the main game, it will 
activate a respin! With each respin, the 
number of ways to win increases.

TThe winning symbols move one position 
to the left, and all the  remaining  
symbols stick for the respin. The reel 
grid increases for each respin (up to 
5×5!), and the respin continues until 
there are no more wins.

Super respin
TThe Super Respin gets activated after your 
fourth winning respin! In Super Respin, 
all winning symbols stay in place and 
the game respins until there are no 
additional winning symbols on the reels. 
Wins are paid for each respin.

Big Win                                     15x                                                   1 in 70
Super Win                                40x                                                1 in 242
Mega Win                                 70x                                                 1 in 671
Epic Win                                100 x                                              1  in 1467
Max payout times bet                               In 1 billion spins 2757 xbet

Base Game                         15,28%
Moving Reel Respin        43,11%
Super Respin                     38,16%  
Total:                                   96,54%

Game ID           wildchasetokyogo
Resolutio                                    16:9
Channels                        Desktop & 
                                                 Mobile
Volatility                           4,08 (1-5)
Min bet                                   € 0,20
MaMax bet                                    € 100
Default bet                                   € 1

Game features Game information RTP

Win probabilities

Game Sheet

For promotional material go to : clientarea.quickspin.com

Think fast cars, expensive watches, 
luxurious jewellery, and four characters 
that are easy on the eye. 
NNavigate the dazzling streets of Tokyo and 
immerse yourself amongst the slick 
skyscrapers and neon lights in this 
thrilling adventure. This exciting and 
feature-filled slot holds all the keys to a 
big win! 
TThe unique 3, 3, 4, 4, 5 reel layout starts 
at 76 possible ways to win, which 
increases whenever consecutive wins are 
hit – and it all culminates in a chance to play 
the ‘Super Respin’ with 259 ways to win! 
AllAll the winning symbols are held in place 
in the Respin feature, and the respins 
continue as long as thesame symbol 
appears  on the reels.
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